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		Ancient Civilizations offers a comprehensive and straightforward account of the world’s first civilizations and how they were discovered, drawing on many avenues of inquiry including archaeological excavations, surveys, laboratory work, highly specialized scientific investigations, and both historical and ethnohistorical records.

	
		This book covers the earliest civilizations in Eurasia and the Americas, from Egypt and the Sumerians to the Indus Valley, Shang China, and the Maya. It also addresses subsequent developments in Southwest Asia, moving on to the first Aegean civilizations, Greece and Rome, the first states of sub-Saharan Africa, divine kings and empires in East and Southeast Asia, and the Aztec and Inka empires of Mesoamerica and the Andes. It includes a number of features to support student learning: a wealth of images, including several new illustrations; feature boxes which expand on key sites, finds, and written sources; and an extensive guide to further reading. With new perceptions of the origin and collapse of states, including a review of the issue of sustainability, this fifth edition has been extensively updated in the light of spectacular new discoveries and the latest theoretical advances.

	
		Examining the world’s pre-industrial civilizations from a multidisciplinary perspective and offering a comparative analysis of the field which explores the connections between all civilizations around the world, this volume provides a unique introduction to pre-industrial civilizations in all their brilliant diversity. It will prove invaluable to students of Archaeology.
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Game Character Creation with Blender and UnitySybex, 2012

	A complete guide to creating usable, realistic game characters with two powerful tools


	Creating viable game characters requires a combination of skills. This book teaches game creators how to create usable, realistic game assets using the power of an open-source 3D application and a free game engine. It presents a...
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Digital Speech: Coding for Low Bit Rate Communication Systems, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Building on the success of the first edition Digital Speech offers extensive new, updated and revised material based upon the latest research. This Second Edition continues to provide the fundamental technical background required for low bit rate speech coding and the hottest developments in digital speech coding techniques that...
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ThermodynamicsDover Publications, 1956

In this classic of modern science, the Nobel Laureate presents a clear treatment of systems, the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics, entropy, thermodynamic potentials, and much more. Calculus required.

THIS book ori~nated in a course of lectures held at Columbia University, New York, during the summer session of...
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System Administration Made Easy Guidebook, Release 4.6A/BJohnson Printing Service, 2000
The most commonly performed system administration tasks are explained step-by-step in this guidebook. Eighty percent of the book is operation system/database independent; the rest covers Microsoft SQL Server     

       About the Author

The R/3 Simplification Group at SAP Labs, Palo Alto, develops or helps...
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Intelligent Systems and Technologies: Methods and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Intelligent systems and technologies are increasing finding their ways in our daily lives. This book presents a sample of recent research results from key researchers. The contributions include: Introduction to intelligent systems; A Fuzzy Density Analysis of Subgroups by means of DNA Oligonucleotides; Evolution of Cooperating Classification Rules...
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JavaScript Testing with Jasmine: JavaScript Behavior-Driven DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2013

	
		All programmers want their code to work the way they intended. Jasmine, a popular
	
		testing framework for the JavaScript programming language, allows you to achieve that
	
		goal. Through coded specifications, Jasmine helps make your JavaScript work exactly
	
		how it’s supposed to. In this book, we’ll explore...
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